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Abstract. As a result of new technological developments, every day we witness 
of new business models and new online products that make daily life. One of 
these business models and new online financial products that this model offers 
and which recently appeared on the Macedonian financial market is iCredit or 
Easycredit model as it is called in some countries. It is an iCredit new model of 
financial services that enables to get quick loans to certain amounts, for which the 
application is online. The purpose of this paper is to provide more detailed 
information on this new business model and new products that it offers and will 
be made analysis of its strengths and opportunities, but also be made and the 
comparative analysis of the product in the countries where is used. It will be 
presented an overview of the issues that most users would set up if decide to 
choose some of the types of online loans. 
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1. Introduction
Today, in modern and dynamic operating environment, the great advantage is the use of 
electronic commerce. The latest technological advancements facilitate everyday life as a 
result of the increasing number of electronic products that are more and more 
accessible. The number of these products that are available is quite large, and one of 
these products is in the focus of this paper. It is a easy credit or online loan, that means 
that it is a loan for which  can to apply online, from home, from work, from a mobile 
phone or personal computer and that means there is no need for wasting time and going 
to the bank or other financial institution and no waiting at counters if you need a certain 
amount offered by online lending.  
The online lending is just one of the most recent developments, a combination of 
internet and private peer to peer lending. The online lending could occur between any 
two individuals that do not know each other. [1] 
This business model and products that offered in the field of microfinance, particular in 
the field of online microfinance, was created and aligned with the needs of the 
Macedonian market, which offers a small loan quickly and easily in real time when 
need the funds, which loan is granted extremely quickly - from a few minutes to several 
hours. The companies that dealing with the issuance of these loans are called non-bank 
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financial institutions and in Macedonian financial market has only one company that 
offers online loans. 
The procedure for applying for this type of loan is quite simple and consists of 3 steps 
as follows: 
1. Apply online or by the phone
2. Get the answer for 2 hours
3. Obtained approval amount In less than 24 hours
Fig.1 Steps for applying for the online loan
Currently, in Republic of Macedonia there are two types of online loans,that vary in 
amount and repayment period. They are listed in the following table: 
  Table 1. Types of online loans in Republic of Macedonia 
Amount 6.000 – 12.000 MKD 13.000–70.000 MKD 
Repayment period 14-30 days 2 – 12 days
Source: https://www.mcash.mk/ 
2. Advantages and features of online loans
One of the main advantages of taking this type of loan is easy procedure for 
assignment. With the help of a quick loan, the higher expenditure could be divided into 
several installments and thus cover without undue burdens to your budget. This is 
especially important when the budget does not allow to spend a large sum of money at 
once, or if the cost is incurred unplanned. Another significant advantage of this loan is 
easy procedure for assignment. While in the bank should fill out a bunch of papers and 
wait for days, in this business model, the whole process is much simpler, saving time 
and effort - the only document that needed in attached is a copy of ID The advantages 
and opportunities, can be summarized as follows: 
 Apply online without going out of home;
 Apply with an ID
 Reply by phone, 24 hours after application;
 Choose weekly or monthly installments;
 Funds from the approved loan is directly transferred to personal bank account.
Table 2. Features of the online loans 
Approval 24 hours 
Required documents Identity Card 
Application fee No 
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Method of application Online 
Source: https://www.mcash.mk/ 
Follows a list of frequently asked questions when it comes to online credit, and for that 
is necessary to know the answers: 
• Why to choose online loan?
• How to know if the loan is approved?
• Whether can get a report on the loan?
• What to do if are not able to repay the loan on time?
• Is it possible to pay off the loan early?
• Are protected personal data?
• How can get a certificate of pay loans?
The advantages of this product are answering the question of why to choose exactly 
online loan. In the application, with the data is necessary to leave and e-mail address so 
that the answer of question of how to know if the loan is approved, can find out in e-
mail address where are send all the necessary documents related to the loan online. 
Because in the application have and phone number of users, via SMS, sending code that 
should fill in the necessary box, click the button and signed the loan agreement is 
concluded. Report on the loan also gets at the email address. For repay the loan early, 
should call the call center to inform and to obtain information about the exact amount 
that be returned. In the situation when not repay the loan on time, need to contact the 
call center, in order to choose the most adequate option out of this situation. Depending 
on which type of loan is chosen, the deadline for return is 14 or 30 days or 2 to 12 
months. The data is fully protected appropriate law on protection of personal data. 
Confirmation that the loan is paid off, gets at the email address specified in the 
application form. 
3. Countries where are used online loan business model
Online loan business model and its performance is part of the "Easy Asset 
Management" international non-bank financial group. Group aspires to determine the 
fastest growing and fastest delivery of financial services in Central and Eastern Europe, 
thanks to planning and innovation in business ideas companies. Some of them are over 
10 years of history in the operations of financial services, with over 6,000 employees 
and associates in more than 270 offices in Bulgaria, Ukraine, Romania, Poland, Czech 
Republic and Republic of Macedonia and over 1,200,000 assigned credits[10]. 
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Fig. 2 Countries where used online business model 
http://www.icredit.ua/Internationalfilials 
Analyzing this model in countries where it is used, leading to the conclusion that the 
criteria and conditions for obtaining this loan are similar in all countries with the sole 
difference that in different countries there are and other forms of this type of online loan 
that still not available in the Macedonian financial market, but it is understandable for 
countries where exist, taking the fact the many years of experience with online loans in 
those countries. 
Besides the above mentioned online loans with corresponding amounts in our country, 
in other countries such forms of online loan are follows:     
Table 3. Type of online loan business model in different countries 
Country Type of  online loan 
business model 
Bulgaria Easycredit 
Ukraine iCredit 
Romania iCredit 
Poland iCredit 
Czech Republic iCredit 
Republic of Macedonia Mcash 
Source: websites of online business model of all countries that use this model 
The loan "iCredit Pensioner" has been developed to meet the needs and financial 
capabilities of pensioners. This type operates in Czech Republic, Poland, Romania and 
Bulgaria. In Romania functions iCredit Plus, financial product for those who need more 
money for large projects, even when they have other loans. The main advantage of this 
product is very good conditions to get. For immediate need of fresh funds for business 
in Bulgaria, offers product Fintrade that offers access to funds with easier procedure 
and flexible credit solutions for businesses. 
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Table 4. Type of online loan in different countries 
Country Type of online loans 
Bulgaria Easycredit 
Easymonth 
Easymax 
Vipeasy 
Credit Pensioner 
Fintrade 
Ukraine iCredit 
iMonth 
Romania iCredit Rapid 
iCredit Pensioner 
iCredit Plus 
Poland iCredit 
"iCredit Pensioner" 
Czech Republic iCredit 
iCtredit ″Senior″ 
Republic of Macedonia MFlax 
MFix 
Source: websites of online business model of all countries that use this model 
4. Risks associated with online lending
The online lending emerges with the development of the internet and is currently still 
in the early stage of its development. There are some types of risks in online lending [2] 
 The risks of Credit Check
 The risks of Intermediate Account
 The Liquidity Risk
 The Legal risk
         The credit check is at the core of the essential technologies of an online lending 
platform and the key of credit check lies in the control of loan size. The risks of Credit 
Check will be reflected in borrowers overdue or default. Intermediate Account is a 
custody account opened by a third-party institution to deposit transaction funds for both 
sides of lending to order to reduce transaction risks. Liquidity risks refers to risk that a 
loan transaction cannot be completed during the specified period of time due to 
insufficient transaction volume in the market. The legal risk of the compliance of 
electronic contract. As online lending is based on the Internet, it is difficult for the 
lenders and borrowers to sign a paper contract face to face. At present, almost at all the 
platforms, lenders and borrowers regulate their relationship in the form of electronic 
contract.  
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5. Conclusion
From the above it can be concluded that the advantages offered by online loans 
provide to enhance application for them, but also taking the example of countries that 
have experience with using this business model, it is good to develop other forms in our 
country. 
While it is in the beginning of its development, this business model is developing in 
our country at a satisfactory pace, taking the simple procedure for access to the 
necessary resources for temporary financing. In these loans, there are risks associated 
with lending, just as there are risks to traditional loans, and for that is necessary to take 
many measures to protect all parties involved in the online lending, taking the fact that 
it is a credit with specific characteristics. 
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